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A thermodynamical analysis of the metabolism of matter and energy shows 
the resemblance of the mathematical form to that of economics. Therefore, the 
application of the mathematical method of economics to bio-physics is tried in the 

following. Further, there is the metabolic turnover of molecules and the turnover 
of cells which corresponds to the depreciation and repair of economics. Our body 
resembles a chemical plant or apparatus made of protein molecules and cells, which 

corresponds to the means of production. In this report the idea of metabolic 
turnover of the "negative entropy " is introduced. 

Social economics might be seen as the highly extended form of the metabolism 
of free energy, because our labour is part of the output of the free energy and 
rewarded by the input of the means of consumption, which is necessary to main-
tain life. Therefore, the analogy seems to be a fundamental one. The idea of 
the "utility" of food is introduced too and, using the idea, the ~~'ay of a quanti-

tative analysis of fhe nutritive value is suggested. 

I. I~etroductiote 

The analogy of economics and metabolism is rather old. Further, the 
progress of analysis in both fields revealed the close analogy, especially in 

the mathematical treatment. The writer of this paper has been trying a 
mathematical analysis of metabolism on the basis of thermodynamics ax2) 

and found that the method of the mathematical analysis of economics can 
be applied to the study of metabolism (3) 

On the other hand, the study of mathematical biology should give us 
a model on which to extend the mathematical analysis of economics, although 

the social phenomena may be too complicated to be treated merely on such 
model. Nevertheless, we must rely upon some suitable model and the study 
of the living organism will supply useful suggestion in this respect. 

Further, the analogy may not be only superficial but substantial and 
very important from the methodologic(~l poi,et of view (3) because labour means 

output of F. E. (free energy) of our body. The balance of payment and 
income in economic life may correspond to the balance of F. E., i. e. we 
obtain food at the cost of output of F. E. and supply F. E. by taking food 
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（see　Fig．　1．）．　Therefore，θ‘o％o彫唇‘面∫θ粥αyひθ‘o銘εづdo7εdαhづghJyε渥∫θ銘484

∫07鍛　o∫’hθ　粥θ∫αわoあ‘　’秘7πo汐θグ　o∫F．E．

　　　In　this　paper　the　mathematical　analysis　of　metabolism　is　described　and

the　application　of　the　mathematical　method　of　economics　to　bio－physics

suggested．Then　the　substantial　relation　between　metabolism　and　economics

will　be　discussed　from　the　methodological　point　of　view．

II． TんθPゐ餓o賜θ％αo∫Lザθα％4髭5！肋αJogy

　　　　　　　Jo50‘弼E‘0銘0卿

　　　　：しet　us　first　look　at　the　resemblance　of　both　phenomena．（3）

　　　　（i）　Our　body　consumes　various　organic　and　inorganic　substances，some

of　which　are　produced　in　our　bo（1y，1ike　hormone，enzymes，protein，auclear

acid，fats　and　others，an（i　some　of　which　are　taken　from　the　extemal　world

by　the　work　of　our　muscles　and　digestive　organs，1ike　inorganic　salt，vitamins，

amino　acids　and　others．

　　　　（ii）These　substallces　are　usefu1（4）to　maintain　life．The　idea　of　nutritive

value　is　well　known　butα襯砺鰯初殉the　value　of‘αJo痂槻伽is　mainly
taken　into　account．The　nutritive　value　of　vitamins，iron　and　other　inorganic

substances　and　some　amino　acids　is　also　taken　into　account　but　onlyα％α」6－

」α蕗7θJy．　There　may　exist　the　idea　co1’responding　to初拓面’y　or㎜θ」∫αク’θ∫％弼‘一

あo銘in　economics　which　m＆y　be　treate（iα磁Z頭6α殉and卿傭’伽勧吻．

　　　　（iii）　There　is　consumption　of　F。E　to　produce　or　absorb　the　necessary

substances　an（i　consumption　isγ砂碗7θ4by　production　and　intake．　Even

the　absorption　o£glucose，which　is　the　last　stage　of　digested　starch，is

carried　out　by　the“investment”of　F。E。of　ATP，a且ester　of　phosphoric

acid　of　high　energy．　Therefore，in　the　case　of　famine　or　when　i11－fe（1，0ur

organ　loses　the　power　to　digest　or　absorb　nutritious　substances　due　to　the

lack　of　F。E．，　which　corresponds　to　initial　cost．　On　the　contrary，　the

function　of　intestinal　absorption　will　be　dangerously　damaged　if　over－fed．

　　　The　above　is　shown　in　Fig．1．，in

which　the　energy　is　fed　back　to　take　the

chemical　energy　from　the　external
world．（4）（5）This“fee（iingback”is　similar

to　business　life，in　which　an　enterprise

is　sometimes　suppressed　by　the　lack　of

the　initial　cost．Indeed　our　bodyc　orre－

sponds　to　a　factory　an（1ATP　to　capita1．

　　　（iv）　There　is　the　balance　of　the　need

and　the　supPly．Superfluous　protein，for

instance，10ses　its　aminorgroup　and
changes　into　carbon－hydrates　correspond一

　　　　　Anabolism
　　　　　　　and　　　　　　WorkofGk
　　Pool　of　Intake　　　．＿．＿一曹

　　　蹴y〆AB’謡
　　　　　　　　　　（Pump）C

一吃

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　D
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ing to coe~su,tcer's goods. On the other hand, the protein of our tissues, 

which corresponds to producer's goods, is destroyed by lack of protein, and 

the material is used to construct the other necessary part. 

According to Professor Kida the relatively short legs of the Japanese 
are due to the lack of protein of high quality in food during growth. The 

body seems to lack protein to build legs, for we must use the material to 

construct the necessary part of our organs. Medical science may be con-
sidered good management in the balance of matter and F. E. 

(v) Our body corresponds to our system of industry. Various substances 
are produced in every part of our body and supplied to other parts. On the 

other hand, the parts are also supplied from other parts. There is an ex-
cha,ege and ecoevomy of matter and energy. For instance, the production 
of protein corresponds to the first departmelet of producer's goods. In this 

case as well ATP as protein is consumed. The consumption of the latter 
corresponds to the depreciatiole of producer's goods, in this case the chemical 

apparatus made of protein. 

The ATP which is~ consumed, is reproduced again in our body and 
carbon-hydrates, protein and ATP are consumed for reproduction. Here, 
the carbon-hydrates correspond to consumer's goods and the reproduction of 

ATP to the sec0,2d departmelct of economics. Therefore, there is a close 
analogy between the two fields. For instance, Iabour is reproduced by the 
consumption of goods, just as carbon-hydrates in food.(2) This fact is 
important from the' point of view of methodology (see Fig. 6). 

On the other hand the consumption of protein which is an example of 
" atabolism," corresponds to depreciation which is repaired by " anabolism." 

(vi) Dep,recia,tiove and the repair is the general aspect of life. For 
instance, reproduction is the tur,eover of the body itself, which depreciates 

during lit~e, especially by reproduction itself. 

If we take, however, the history of man-kind into account, depreciation 
in the individual body is repaired by other bodies. Therefore, those who enjoy 

youth enjoy the tureeover of the icedividual body. 

Therfore, one of the most prominent aspects of 

life is the turnover of molecules of cells and of the 

individual body, so that the world of the living of 1 (
 or"*anism is repaired and steadily mail4laifeed. This M olecules 

+_/ is very important from the point of view of thermo- Turnover of 
Cells / dynamics, for the F. E. on earth is constantly 

Turnover of consumed by organisms. 
Individual- Bodies 

The steadi~~ess is similar to that of the river, 

which consumes the potential energy of water and Fig. 2 

also maintains steadiness on the "balance " of water. 

In a similar manner the depreciation of the apparatus of a chemical 
plant, the value of N. E. (negative entropy) of our body is also depreciated 
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(see VI). On the other hand this value of N. E. regulates the value of 
F.L;. of activati0,4 of bio-chemical reactions. Therefore, the "catalytic action" 

of the organs, corresponding to the function of the chemical plant, is also 

depreciated and repaired. In this respect the writer has introduced the idea 

of the metabolic turleover of N.~., corresponding to the depreciation and the 
repair of producer's goods in economics.(3x5x6) 

(vu) Besides the "feed back" of F. E. there is the circulatio;e of 
matter in our body, for instance the chemical cycle of ATP~ADP or the 
reduction and oxidation of enzymes. Fig. 3 shows the circulation of phos-
phates of adenosin in which ATP is included. The circulation is very 
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According to V. R. Potter, Biological Energy Transformations 
and Cancer Problems (Advances in Enz)'mology 4,201-256,1944) 

Fig. 3 

complicated, in general, but is schematized in Fig. 4. 
Circu]ation of 

This is similar to the circulation of paper money in our r~¥t,Iatter 

I~l society. In a similar manner, the matter of high energy 
is taken from' the external world and excreted, so that 

our body corresponds to a pipe and is called an opeve 
Excretion Intake system. But it is not an open system like the pipe 

through which the water of a tank flows. This is shown Fig. 4 

in Fig, 1. The circulation of matter in our body is also similar to the 
"feed back " of energy, so that the system is half open and half closed. 
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　　　（viii）　The“fee（1back”of　matter　an（1energy　is　very　similar　to　the

management　of　our　social　life．Chemical　processes　in　our　bo（1y　are　combine（1

1ike　the　system　of　gears（see　W），an（1，if　we　wish　to　promote　a　process7

the　ef壬ect　is　fed　back　and　produces　sometimes　unexpected　results，Here　is

the　dif壬erence　of　the　bio－chem玉cal　change　from　that　in　vitro．Therefore，

if　the　knowledge　of　chemistry　in　vitro　is　applied　mechanically　the　effect

may　be　contrary　to　expectation，as　in　the　controlle（i　social　economy。

　　　There　is　ゐ‘zd　6客ヂ6％」αあo銘　in　our　body．　For　instance，　the　apPetite　is

diminished，if　health　is　destroye（i，an（1health　is　disturbe（i　if　the　appetite　is

diminis亘ed．（穿oo4解佛αg餓θ弼by　the　physician　will　eliminate　ba（i　circulation，

　　　（ix）　There　is　the　balance　and　stability　of　matter　an（i　F．E，in　our

metabolism。If　the　balance　is　disturbed，the　function　of　our　body　is　disturbed．

We　have　seen　that　our　body　resembled　a　pipe，through　which　the　matter

of　high　chemical　energy　flows　and　the　matter　of　low　chemical　energy　is

excrete（i．　The　balance　seems　to　be　favourable　to　the　How　of　matter（see

Fig．11）．In　social　life　the　balance　of　production　and　consumption　is　favour－

able　to　the　movement　of　goods．There　is　the　recovering　action　in　our　body

as　well　as　in　our　society．　If　the　balance　is　disturbed，an（i　cannot　be

recovered，a　catastrophe　occurs　an（i五nally（1eath　of　our　bo（1y・

　　　　Prof，Bertalanffy　called　the　balance　of　our　bodyψ脚α郷づ‘3臨扉面りor

θα囲伽伽働．From　the　point　of　view　pf　thermodynamics，this　is　not“thermal

equilibrium．，，But　stability　can　be　seen　in　many　transient　phenomena　of

the伽㈱伽碗zび0714．（1）（2）I　have　studied　such　phenomena　from　the　point

of　view　of　molecular　statistics　and　noticed　the　stable　equilibrium　of　the

“second　coordinate”which　will　be　discusse（1 1ater（see　VI）in　connection

with　the　maximum　principle．の

III．磁励oあ脇0μ伽♂θ7（3）（4）

　　　（i）　There　is　the　metabolic　tumover　of　the　chemica1’substances，as

shown　in　fig．4．　Recently　radioactive　isotopes　are　used　to　study　the　tumover

of　matter　in　our　body．For　instance，organic　compounds　containing　Cu　or

P32are　synthetized　an（i　introduced　into　a　living　body　an（i　the　movement　of

these　compounds　is　traced。　The　isotopes　are　synthetized　to　compounds　of

high　energy　by　anabolism　and　then　destroyed　by　catabolism、

　　　Now　let　us　take　the　behavior　of　a　chemical　element　X，which　is　not

necessarily　a　ra（iioactive　isotope，　a亘d　let　the　notation　i　be　a　state　of　the

element　in　our　body，may　be，for　instance，a　chemical　combination　like

amino　acid，protein　as　well　as　a　biological　one　like　cytoplasm　or　nucleo－

protein．Letthe〔luantityoftheelementXinthestateibe銘、（X）and
therateofchangeofXfromjtoibegji（X），whenthe6hθ粥勉砂o’θ弼づαJ
of　j，which　will　be　defined　afterwards，is　lo別θ7than　that　of　i，an（i　is　called
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the rate of aleabolism from j to i. When 
the chemical potential of i is higher than 
that of k, the reaction from i to k is called 

the catabolism and the rate of this reaction 
is q,k (X). 

The phenomena of life may be represent-
ed by the net-work (see Fig. 5) of the chemical 

rates Qji (X) and qik (X), in which the dif-

fusion of a component or absorption through 

the membrane is included. The reactions 
Qji(X) or q,k(X), are not changeable inde-
pendently but are combined like the gear of 
a machine, which is the characteristic feature 

of life and will be discussed later (see VI). 

Let 14, (X) be the timely rate of the change 

of e4i (X), then 

If we sum up both sides of (3.1) with respect 

of change of the total quantity of X in 
side, the circulation of matter in the same 

of uptake and excretion will remain in the 
organism is an open system. If the rate of 
the notation a means the external world, 
and the rate of excretion of X be q.k(X), 
before the excretion, then 

The first term of the right side, Q.i(X), 

material X, for instance, and i specifies the 

analogous to the social economy, for 
of an auto, a typewriter or other machine 

of iron in the same country can also be 
material corresponds to the external world 
second term of the right Side of (3.2) 
corresponds to the total increase of iron in 

If we take the summation of M(X) 
of increase of the total weight of the 

x *i x k. 
In many experiments of biology W is 

(ii) Let us consider the experiment of 
isotopes. ai(X) is the percentage of the 
,ei(X)a,(X) is the quantity of the isotope in the 

HITOTSUBASHI 

lei(X)=~1Qyi(X)-2Qil(X)-~lqik(X)+2q*i(X) 

~ 

the 

u ptake 

and 
where 

M(X) = 2eei(X) = ~1Q.i(X) - 2qk. (X) 

corres ponds 

instance, 

and instrument. 
included, 

corres ponds 

the 

with 

orgamsm 
W= E*M(X) = ~:~Q.,(X) - 2 2qk.(X) . (3. 3) 

obser~~ed, as is well known. 

the tracer with radioactive 
isotope in the state i. Then 

state i and QJi(X)aj(X) is the 

ACAD1~:MY ' [APrn 
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(3' 1) 

to i, then 2eei(X) is the rate 

living body. On the right 
body is cancelled and the rate 

formula, because the living 
of X is Qai(X), where 

i means the absorbed state ; 

k means the stat,e of X 

(3.2) 

to the import of the 
state of the materials' It is 

iron is imported in the state 

The production 
for the underground 

of the living organisrn. The 
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respect to X, then the rate 
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rate of supply of isotope from j state. Then we obtain 

~(ee,(X) a i(X)) = ~Q ji(X) a j (X) -1~Q,1(X) ai (X) - 2q,k(X) a , (X) 

+2q*,i(X)a*(X) (3.4) 

In the steady state ,ei(X)=0, so that 

le,(X) ai(X) = ~1Q],(X)a j(X) -~11 Qu(X) ai(X) -2k qik(X) a,(X) 

+2q~i(X)a~(X) (3.5) 
~ 

These equations can be solved in the form of 

a,(X) =2Ai*(X)e~;.~(x)t (3.6) 
and ~*(X) expressed by Qji(X), Iei(X) and qik(X). Therefore, we obtain the 

detailed knowledge of Qli(X), ,eik(X), if we get the exact knowledge of 

~.(X)s. 

This is only a preliminary report and a detailed analysis will be given 

in a following report. 
(iii) The system of the net-work of Fig. 5 is too generalized and com-

plicated and should be simplified. We first take a model of bio-chemical 
reactions which is most suitable. But this will be discussed in the following 

~~] 2~ ~] rE~~~~lprotein 

a)(:)_*~~;~~; o ~ ~ ~(1) ~ (D ~; ~::' > ~ ~:s~: " " ~~ ~s ~lo0~ ~_ ' ~ c~ ~~:; o:~ ~' (lpA ~'~; clr ~ t~]*'*･'-'<+' ' o 
c:)P ::f ~;_ ~' ~t ~icl) - :~ ~; ~s "" S' 
~ ~~ ~ ~ ,-.-･~- ~ ~ ~~' :s ql'l' 

:~ 
Fig. 6 

report. Let us now take a simple model (2x3) into account, in which A, of 

Fig. 7 corresponds to goods, and glucose to consumer's goods and protein, 
nuclear acid and other macro-molecules correspond to producer's goods. Fig. 

6 shows the relation of the two departments. In department 1, glucose, 
etc. are produced from carbon-hydrates, and are decomposed by the action 
of ATP. In these reactions the protein and other macro-molecules are used 

as producer's goods and depreciated. The depreciation corresponds to the 
catabolism of those macro-molecules in our cells and tissues. The destruc-
tion by catabolism is repaired by the synthesis of anabolism which corresponds 

to department I in economics. In this reconstruction ATP is also required, 
which corresponds to labour. Therefore, the cycle of ATP~~ADP corresponds 
to the reproduction of labour and ADP to the state of labourer after work 

and ATP to the state of saturation after sleeping. Protein and other macro-
molecules are also used as producer's goods in this reconstruction, thus the 

metabolic turnover may correspond to the depreciation and the repair of the 

productive goods. 
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　　　　Ifαpp　andαpA　be　the㈱伽7α∫θ30f　catabolism　of　the　macro－molecules

（iuring　the　reconstruction　of　the　macro－molecules　themselves　and　of　ATP

respectively　and　αAA　andαAp　the　rate　of　changeラATP→ADP．during
the　reproduction　of　ATP，which　is　combined　with　the　decomposition
of　glucose，etc。，and　the　synthesis　of　the　macro－molecules　respectively，then

we　have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　鴛昌含二器二調　　　（3・7）

where銘A　and偽p　is　the　quantity　of　ATP　and　the　macro－molecules　andαA

andgヱisthe．rate・frepr・ducti・n（seeFig・6）・S・thatthesteadystate，
i．e，　銘A＝o，％P＝o，corresponds　to　the56働μθ7θργ04初6あo銘（2）of　economics　and

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　錫A＞0，銘P＞O

to　the　o吻㈱4伽97θρ704％‘’60物lsee　V皿1〉．

　　　　　　　　　篠帥権薦》細》・1

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　舜，耳＝qL一ぎ（11L

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1＝1ヲ2，3一・

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Fig．7

　　　　We　can　generalize　the　mode1曳δ）to　the　coupling　of　many　departments
（see五9．7）．

　　　　（iv）　Cho粥此α」（フly6Zθ．　In　the　stea（iy　state

　　　　　　　　　　　　　銘・（X）＝．Σgji（X）一Σ9、1（X）一Σα、k（X）十Σαm、（X）＝o　　　　（3．8）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j　　　　　　置　　　　　k　　　　　　m

from（3．1）。This　equation　means　the‘砒初伽づo銘or　the‘ッ‘」θof　substances

in　the　llving　organism。There　are　many　types　of　such　circulation，fqr

instance，that　of　citric　aci（L　Of　course，matter　is　not　conserved　completely

but　is　supplie（i　an（i　excreted（see　Fig．4），However，catabolism　is　repaired

by　anabolism　an（1theウα」㈱‘θof　consumption　and　production　is　maintained．

Therefore，circulation　is　kept　in　a3’θα41yε如’θ．　Strictly　speaking，the　steady

state　in　the　living　organism　is　in　question，but　the　balance　like　the　equation

（3．8）is　maintained　in　a　short　time　in　the　living　organism，although　the

organism　may　be　fertile　and　decay　in　the　long　run．

　　　When　the　organism　is　not　in　a　steady　state，the　cycle　changes　and　a

θη伽4伽g　or60初7α‘’伽g　reproduction　may　be　seen，according　to　extemal

conditions．　Therefore　the　living　organism　has　self－movement　and　does　not

simply　follow　extema1－ ction，because　the　chemical　r＆tes，9ji（X）orα、k（X〉，

are　comecting　and　make　a‘‘feed　ba．ck　system．”　The　living　organism　is

calle（1a5θ」∫一蜘α伽鰯偏％gεy伽伽and　this　character　may　be　due　to　the　nature

of　the“chemical　cycle．”

　　　A　top　has　a　self－movement　too，and　does　not　simply　follow　the　extema1
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action. It is rotating on its axis and the rotation may correspond to the 

chemical cycle in the living organism. 
There is the circulation of goods or commodities in our society, and 

this is also self-movement. 
(v) What is the nature of the couplie4g of the chemical rates ? These 

reactions are combined in series by the relation of supply and consurnption. 

(a) Therefore, the chemical rate is controlled by the law of supply, Iike 

the law of mass action, or by Fick's law of diffusion. In general, the 
rate of reaction and diffusion is determined by the field of ch.p. (chemical 

potential), introduced by the author(1x2) in the living organism. The field 

is dependent on supply and consumption. 
(b) On the other hand chemical reactions are combined in parallel, for 
instance, e,rdergoe4ic reaction, which absorbs energy, is combined with ex-

ergoe4ic reaction, which releases energy, and then the former, which seems 

to be the reversed caurse from the thermodynamic point of view, is realized 

or maintained (see VI). The oxidation of fatty acids and the composition 
or decomposition of some amino acids is combined with the cycle of citric 

acid. The destruction of protein which corresponds to the depreciation of 

productive goods, is also combined with the reconstruction, for which the 

protein might be considered to play the role of the chemical apparatus. 

These combined reactions may be due to the formation of the common 

acti,vated coeluplex, Iike . 
A+B+C+D+E;+F+......-(A+B+C+......)*-A/+B/+C/+..... 

Therefore the reactions, 

A+B-A/+B/, C+D-C/+D/, E+F~E/+F/ ......... 
are realized, some of which can not be realized independently. 

(c) The activity of enzymes is controlled by the production of some 
substances, Iike the change of PH value or the stypic action of trombogen 

when the skin is wounded. The fitleess of our body may be realized by 
such controlling action.(2) 

I¥r Metabolvseec of F. L;. (free eleergy) 

There is a bala,cce of energy in our body, but it is more convenient to 

take F. E. into account in the case of the living organism, as there is a 
10ss or dissipation of F. E. in the organism. The idea of F. E. contains the 

"utility " of energy (see the definition of (8.5)). There is no loss of efeergy 

itself. But the utility of the energy is depreciated. The depreciation is 
described by a change of F. I~;. of the living organism. The definition of 

F. E. will be given later. It may be mentioned here that the so-called 
chemical energy is not pure energy but F. E. 

In 111 combined reaction is considered, in which F. E. released by 
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exergonic reaction is transferred to endergonic 

reaction. In the transfer, the ATP cycle ATP ADP 
plays an important role. For instance, the a H¥~: ADP 
released F. E. is transferred to reaction AMP 
ADP-H･ATP, then the reaction ATP--~ADP ~ ~ cl) J 

I: --is coupled with the endergonic reaction (see CF ~L " ~ rrgs 8 and 9). In this case the action of ~ * 
~ ATP is similar to the electric power of Fig (1) 

1, and endergonic reaction is promoted by Fie]d of ch. P., !' 

Catabo]ismA YATPYDprocesS Series of Enzymcs 
,u=~+k Tlog a 

releasing 

 AD~~ requiring Aa-2v kT 

Energy B CEnergy Fig. 9 Potential curve of rhe energy 

Fig. 8 of the series of enz)'mes 
Let us consider the balance of F. E. in our 

body.(4x5) In Fig. 10, Zl is the uptake of the ~k L.ptE=ke 
F. E. and Z2 is the one excreted. Then Zl~Z2 of F.E. 
is utilized by the organism to mai,~taile life. / 

~ ~ Let Gk be the F. E. of the organism, then ,,' 
Z1 ~ Z2 = Gk + D, + Df catabohsm 

> 

= D. where D is the F. E. consumed by the organism. ~ 
We can spell.(4.1) in the form ~ + 

Gk=Z1~Z2-D (4.2) Z1~Z2 means F. E. of the external world which ?~l~p e!et'ol¥ :~ 

is consumed .by the organism. If we consider ~ 
*l the rate of decrease of F. E. of the external 

D
 world,-G*, then ' D' Iv -Ga=Z1~Z2' (4.3) D Therefore, Fig. ro Balance of F. I~;. 

G +G =-D<0. (4.4) That is, the F. L;. of the total system, i. e. the orgaveism onrd the exterl~al 

world, decreases thermodyleamically. D may be a positive de~,cite but veri-

flcation might be a matter of future, by extending the H-theorem of 
Boltzmann (see VI). 

(4.4) shows the decrease of F. E. of the total system but the increase 

of Gk, if the organism is in growth. Growth may promote, however, the rate 
of decrease of G.+Gk of the total system. This is very interesting from the 

point of view of the maximum principle of VI. The fact, that dk>0 in 
growth, corresponds to the accumulatio,~ of capital in economics.(3) 

Therefore, (4.4) shows that there is "no difficulty in applying thermch 
dynamics" to the living organism.c2) 

Let us now take the steady state into consideration. Then ~k=0 and 
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-G.=Zl~Z2=D (4.5) 
form (4.1) and (4.3). 

Let us consider the balance in detail. A part of F. E., Z1~Z2, is used 

to do the work of muscles or of digestion, of absorption and of excretion. 

Let us denote this by W:. The other part is used as pump action to promote 
synthetic reaction or anabolism. The F. E. of our body is reproduced by 
this reaction. Let us denote the rate of reproduction by R. There is a loss 

of F. E. during the work, W, and during the pump action, R, and this is 
spelled Df' The relation of these quantities is expressed by Fig. 10. Then 

or Z1~Z2:= VV+R+Df, 
R=Z1~Z2- W-Df, 

Then we obtain from (4.2) and (4.6) 

G= W+R+D D 
Let us introduce the following relation 

D.=D- WLDf (4. 7) }
 D= W+Df+D. 

This is the fundamental equation of the thermodynamics of metabolism.(3x5) 

(4.8) is expressed by Fig. 10 and D, is the dissipation of F. E. due to catabo-

lism. Our life is maintained by consuming the compounds of higher chemical 

energy, which is partly supplied from the external world, Z1~Z2, and 
partly reconstructed by pump action, R. If part of the consumption, D., 
is compensated by reproduction, R, the organism will be in a steady state, 

that is 

R = D. (4. 5/) and Gk=0 from (4.8). If R>D., the difference of F. E., R-D, is stored 

in the organism. 

V. Detailed Aeealysis 

The writer has introduced the following relation to F. E. of the organ 

ism ax4x5) 

Gk=22v(X)14i(X) (5. 1) 
*i 

from considerations of molecular statistics, where 

vi(X)= aG (5.2) a,ei(X) 

is the ch. p. (chetttical pote,etiaD of X in the state i (see note 1). This defi-

nition is analogous to that of the margipeal utility but the analogy is not 

so simple as shown later (see V[). 

Note 1. For instance, the ch. p., v* (C) of carbon of glucose, C6H1206, is 
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　different　for　every　carbon　atom．Therefore　the　total　value　of　the　ch。p．of

　91ucoseis
　　　　　　　ワニΣび、（C）＋Σヲ」（0）＋Σ刀k（H），

　　　　　　　　コ　　　ゴ　　　
　

　wherei，j，kspeci五esthestateofthechemicalcomblnationofeachC，0，H
　respectively．

　If　we　take（3．1）into　account，then

　　6k＝ΣΣτi（X〉｛Σgji（X）一Σ9i1（X）一Σαik（X）十Σαmi（X）｝

　　　　xi　　j　　　l　　　k　　　m　　　＝Σ｛Σ（ワ，（X）一ψj（X））gji（X〉一Σ（ワi（X）一ッk（X））αik（X）｝十Z1－Z2，　（5．3）

　　　　xij　　　　　　　　ikwhere

　　　　　　2二窒鰐、網：｝　　　・54・

　　　　　　　　　　The　me＆ning　of9、i（X）and　gka（X）is　given　by（3．2）．Therefore，Z【is　the

uptake　of　F，E　from　the　extemal　world，i．e．the　F．E。oHood　and　air，

and　Z2is　the　F．E．which　is　excreted．　Let　us　write
　PニーΣΣ（τi（X）一ワ」（X））gji（X）十ΣΣ（ワi（X）一τk（X））α正k（X）．　　　　　（5．5）

　　　xiJ　　　　　　　　　xik
Then　we　obtain　the　equation（4．2）

　　　　　6k＝Z、一Z2一．0，’　　　　　　　　　（4．2）
where　P　is　the　total　consumption　of　the　F．E．to　maintain　life．（4．2）is

analogous　to　the　equilibrium　of　economic　life　and　Z1－Z2，1）and（｝k　corresponds

to　％α拓o銘α」づ％‘o吻θ，to‘o％3％働ρあo銘εand　to　甜06々εrespectively．

　The　Grst　term　of（5．5）corresponds　to　R，so　that

　　　　　R＝ΣΣ（7i（X）一曽j（X））9j1（X）　　　　　　　　　　　　（5，6）

　　　　　　　x三jan（l　the　second　term　of　P　is

　　ΣΣ（ッ、（X）一ワk（X））αik（X）＝五）十R＝PV十D，十五）f十R　　　　　　　（5．7）

　　　　from（5．6）and（4．7）．Considering（4．7），let　us　define

　　Σ1Σ（τ、（X）一ワk（X〉）αik（X）＝

　　xしk　　　　　ΣΣ（7i（X）一τk（X））αik（X）一（PV十R十Pf）＝P，．　　　　　（5．8）

　　　　　　ヨ　
Then　we　obtain　（4。8）again，

　　　　　6kニR一」0，．　　　　　　　　　　　　（4．8）
In　the　steady　state，（4．5ノ）can　be　deHned　in　the　form

　　ΣΣ（ワ、（X）一Ψ1（X））gji（X）＝yΣ（ワ且（X）一τk（X））σik（X）　　　　　　（5、9）

　　xiJ　　　　　　　　　 xik
from（5．6）and（5．8）．　（5．9）shows　the　net　balance　of　F．：E．in　our　bo（iy．

　Therefore　gji（X）corresponds　to　the　How　of　goods　during　production　and

g、k（X）to　that　in　consumption　an（i　they　are　similar　to　the　quantities　in　the

α‘吻め脇αゆ語30f　economics。　砂、（X）corresponds　to　the　value（not　the

quantity　of　labour　in　this　case，but　the　utility）of　goods，and　our　body　uses

this　value　to　maintain　life．　The　substances　which　have　lost　the　value　or
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utility are excreted. But the definition of (5.2) is rather different from that 

of economics, because ,ei(X) is a thermodynamic quantity. It may, however, 
be possible to define v,(X) based on the quantities like Qji(X) or q,k(X) which 

are not thermodynarnic quantities and correspond to quantities in economics 

(see VI). 

VI. The Maximum Pri,eciple(7) 

In chemical kinetics the reaction rate usually depends on the difference 

of the chemical potential of this reaction (see note 2). This is similar to 

the movement of goods depending on value. 

Note 2. In the generalized chemical change 2Ai~2Bk, the ch. p. of the system 

of 2Ai be v/ and that of 2Bk be v//. Then the rate of the reaction is propar-

tional (2) to 

e"'/k T_ e""/kT 

If the system is nearly in equilibriurn, v/~?v// and the rate of reaction is al~ 

proximately proportional to v/_v//, i. e. the difference of the che. p.. 

In the living organism, however, the chemical reaction is not so simple, 

because the endergonic reaction is coupled with the exergonic one. Or the 

anabolism and catabolism is conjugated to each other and their rate of 
reactions is not independent (see 111 and IV). This corresponds to the 
relation of production and consumption of goods, because we consume goods, 

i. e. iron, oil and electricity, to produce goods. 

Let ql' q2"""q~ be the parameters specifying the rate of such combined 

or coupled reactions of 111. Then QJi(X) and qik(X) is represented in the 

following way, 

Q ji(X) = 25Aii=(X) q~ (6. I ) qik(X)=~:~Q,ks(X)qs} 

Then, from (5.5) 
D=2~{ -~(v,(X) -vJ(X))A ji=(X) +2(v,(X)-vk(X))aiks(X)}qs 

s * *J *k =2Av=q=, (6. 2) 
where 

Av~ = 2{ - 2(v,(X) - vj(X))A ji=(X) + 2(v,(X) - vk(X))aik.(X) } . (6. 3) 

Here, q~ may be dependent on Av~. But the relation is, in general, not so 
simple (see note 2). There is, however, quasi-equilibrium, which is maintained 

in the living organism (see note 3) and the linear relation between qs and 

dv~ may be assumed. Then D of (6.2) has the quadratic form with respect 
to q~s. Therefore D may be a positive defueite and, if so, the thermodynamic 

relation (4.4) can be verified. 

Note 3. The energy change of each reaction, i~k of j~i, may sometimes be 
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very large but the energy is transferred to the combined reaction, so that the 

change of the ch. p. of the combined reaction is not large. Therefore, the 
relation between dv.s and q.s will be linear and homogeneous. R and D* is also 

the homogeneous quadratic function of q.s. 

Indeed many reactions in our body are nearly reversible and almost in 
equilibriurn. There are some stages, which are irreversible. The loss of Df 
in (4.6) may be due to such reactions. 

Let us consider the steady state and transform R and D* of (4.8) in the 

following form 

R=22~; A ･ (X)(v,(X) -v (X))q==2Av!q. *J J*= 

~* D =2~:~:/ a' (X)(v'(X)-vk(X))q =~dv !lq * *k *k~ * ~ ~ = , ~* 
where 

dv=/=2*~lijAji=(X)(vi(X)-vj(X)) (6.5) Av~!/=2.2!kaik~(X)(v,(X)-vk(X)).} 

R and D* are also assumed to have the quadratic form (see note 3). Then 
the condition of the steady state, (4.5/), is defined in the form 

2d v~/q= = 2d v*1!q~ ( 6 . 6) 
which is equal to the relation (5.9). 

Let a small variation be given to q*s, maintaining the condition of 
steadiness, (6.6). Then, from the physical co,esideration, Z1~Z2 or D of (4.5) 

will show a maximum at a certain point in q~-space. Mathematically speak-
ing, D is quadratic and has a minimum, therefore, it is not possible to show 

that the section of two hyper-surfaces, (6.6) and (4.5), in q~-space has a 

maximum. We assume, however, that the living organism consumes F. E. 
of the external world at a maxieloum rate. Therefore, in the steady state 
G* of (4.3) is assumed to be a maximum frorn physical considerations. 

Further, there are not only one maximum but many maximum points. 
Let us take, however, one maximum into consideration. Then the maximum 
condition is shown from (4.5) 

~(ZI ~Z2)= ~D=0. 
If we assume temporarily that W and Df of (4.7) is constant, then 

~ D= ~ ( W+D*+Df) = ~D.=0. (6. 7) 
On the other hand from (4.5/) or (6.6) 

~ R= ~ D*= o. (6. 8) 
From (6.7) and (6.8) we obtain 

~ (R- ;.D.) = o, (6. 9) 
where ~ is Lagrange's coefficient. 

R and D. has the quadratic form, so that, from (6.4) 

~ R= 22~Av=/ a q= (6. lO) }
 

a D. = 22=Av~// ~ q= 

Therefore from (6.9) and (6.10) 
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agam 
meaning of the letaximum prie4-
ciple, which was discussed in the 
preceding report(2)c5x7) (see Fig. 

11). There is no difference in 
the height of ¥vater flowing on 
both sides of the river, as water 

tends to equalize the surface. 
But there is a difference along 
the flow, for water must equalize 

strearn. Let us call the 

and that, which can be 
(b), the second coordinate is not 

equalized and the state (b) will 

is the first coordinate, will be 

seco,ud coordinate though the 

important fact for the study of 
A Iiving organism is not 

is going through the body. Such 

2(d v=/ + ~Av~/!) 8 q~= o (6. 9/) 
If we take (6.6) into consideration, 1=-1 and we get 

Av~/ = d v~// 

2~AJi=(X)(v,(X) -vj(X))=~~vaik=(X)(vi(X) -vk(X)) 

* *] * ik frorn (6.5). Or multiplying both sides of (6.11) with q~ we obtain 

22Aj,=(X)(v,(X)-vJ(X))q==22!aik=(X)(v,(X)-vk(X))q~. (6. 12) 

* ik * iJ 

This is the equation of the detailed bala,rce, which is quite different from 

that of statistical mechanics, of the metabolic turnover of F. E. (see note 

4), and is similar to that of simple reprodeectioc4 in economics. If it is 
possible to know the values of Ajrs(X), aik~(X) and q~, then v,(X), or vk(X) 

can be known. These quantities refer to the chemical potevetial of our 
body i,e the livi,~g state, which might be obtained, if we were able to 
observe the rate of bio-chemical changes, Ajrs(X),q=, aik=q~ in detail. Here, 

a,k=(X)q==qik~(X) is the rate of consumption of the compounds containing X, 
which is used for the production, j-i, by the process s, and Aji~(X)q==QJ,=(X) 

is the corresponding rate of production. 

Note 4. Summing up both sides of (6.12) with respect to s, we obtain (6.6) 
or (5.9). 

These values of v,(X)-vj(X) and others are not those of the meat or 
the giblets on the market, as was described in the preceding.(2) They are 

quantities corresponding to the function of life. So that we can estimate 
the fue~rctio,e of life itself in this manner. ' 

Let us consider a ain the 

diff erence 

equalized, 

return 
the 

system 
the 

in thermodynamic equilibrium 

r
4
f
'
r
 

l
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 11 

the surface against the resistance of the 

or the rate of flow the ~rst coordinate' 
the secoled coordileate (4x5x7) In Fig' 11 

yet equali2ed' Then the surface must be 
to (a)' Then the rate of flow' which 

maximum' and there is equilibrium ie4 the 

is in transient state' This iS a very 
transient state' 

but the matter 
flow corresponds to the first coordinate' ' 
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There is a balae4ce or certain eguilibriuap~ which corresponds to the "second 

coordinates . " 

The economics of our social life is also phenomena of consumption and 
reproduction and a balance or equilibrium is seen which corresponds to the 

"equilibrium of the second coordinate." There is also a I~et flow of goods 

which corresponds to the frst coordinate. Therefore, there is a fundamental 

difference between the equilibrium of economics and that of thermodynamics 

and the analogy of the ordinary theory of thermodynamics seems to be 
dangerous to the study of economics. 

But quantities like qik(X) or Qji(X) and D, which are not of a thermo-
dynarnic nature (see note 5), have a close correspondence with the quantities 

in economics. For instance, the definition of v like 

aD 2AV (6. 13) aq~ 

is analogous to the definition of the marginal utility (see VII). (6.13) is 

easily derived from (6.2), for D is the homogeneous quadratic function of q~. 

Note 5. Z1~Z2, R an.d D is not F. E. itself but its rate of chonege. In the 
sarne manner W is not the work generally but the work of a single day. Therefore, 

the u,eit is not that of energy but energy/time which has the dimension of 
power. Frorn the point of view of thermodynamics they are "kinetic quantities" 

and not thermodynamic functions. 

VII. Utility ip~ Bio-physics. 

It has been mentioned that there may be many maximums in a steady 
state. These maximums depend on the uptake of F. E. and the steadiness 
itself is the result of the balance of uptake and consumption, etc. 

Let us use the analogy of econornics in the analysis of metabolism.(3)(4) 

In economic life, W can be defined by W1+W2, where Wl is physiological, 
i. e. digestion, absorption and excretion, and W2 is the "output of labour," 

which is rewarded by income (see Fig. 1.). In order to obtain the maximum 
utility of nutritive substances, we consider at fust "income and market 
price," and then digestion which depends on W1' Thus, there is a close 
relation between the economics of social life and the physiological ecc]nomics 

of matter and F. E. 
Z1~Z2 has utility in maintaining life, by allowing the work of reproduc-

tion and repair of our body, R, as well as output, W, using the F. E. of 

Zl~Z2. Then 

a (ZI ~Z2) (7. 1) 
aq~ 

may correspond to margi~tal utility. It seems to me that the principal part 
of utility, U, or marginal utility of goods will be Zl~Z2 ~r the quantity 
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of (7.1), because the principal utility of goods must be to " maintain life." 

U may thus be defined in the form 

U=ZI ~Z2 + a (7. 2) where a depends on personal or subjective matter. If we take the analogy 

with welfare fuaectio,cs, it corresponds also to Zl~Z2. 

Now let us extract the " relation with society " and observe the organism 

purely biologically. 

In (4.6) W corresponds to investment in F. E., Z1~Z2, and the latter 

corresponds to income. The relation between Z1~Z2 and Z1 - Z2 
Wmay be described by Fig. 12. Therefore, if Wis too large, 

R+Df=Z1~Z2- W becomes srnaller and the depreciation 
of our body cannot be repaired. Then output W as well 
as intake Zl~Z2 becomes smaller. On the other hand, if 
W is too small, Z1~Z2 becomes small. Therefore, there 

Fig. 12 W may be an optimum partition between R and W, and 
then Zl~Z2 is the maximum. Then R+W will be also a maximum and 
Df a minimum. Therefore (6. 12) may be obtained. Details will be described 

in the following report. 

In general, the living organism is not in a steady state, Gk>0, when 
it is growing and recovering, and Gk<0, when in senility and in ill health. 

There is, however, a steady state, if we choose adequately wl' w2, """, 
the quality and the quantity of food, then a result similar to (6. 12) may be 

obtained. But there may be many maxirnums according to the difference 
of the history of the organism in the experiment. 

Details will be given in the following report. 

The idea of the utility of nutritive substances is based on an experiment, 

in which food lacking tryptophane and tryptophane itself is given alternatively 

at an interval of 12 hours. Tryptophane is one of the essential amino acids. 

The total quantity of these amino acids is enough but the growth of rats 
used in the experiment was hindered. We can see from this that the utility 

of amino acids is diminished in such doses. The effect suggests also a new 
way of estimating the nutritive value of foods.(3) 

VIII. Depreciatioee on4d Repair of the Liviteg Orgaleistle 

Let us take the turnover of F. E. into consideration based on the model 

of Fig. 6. R of (4.5/) can be deflned as R1+R2, where R1 and R2 corres-
ponds to the reproduction of macro-molecules and of ATP respectively. In 
the same way D, may be defined as D,1+D.2, where D,1 and D,2 corresponds 

to the destruction of macro-molecules and to the consumption of carbon-
hydrates, for instance, respectively. Then (4.5/) will be 

D*1 +D*2 = R1 +R2 (8. 1) 
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D*2 is transferred to ATP and, if we 
define it as V, 

V=D*2= V1 + V2 (8. 2) 
where V1 and Vz is used to the reproduc-

tion of macro-molecules and of ATP 
respectively. On the other hand D*1 can 
be spelled ' 

D.1 = C1 +C2 (8. 3) 
where C1 and C2 is the depreciation of 
macro-molecules during the reproduction 
of the macro-molecules themselves and of 

ATP respectively. Then 

C1+ V1=C1+c2=R1 
C2+ V2= V1+ V2=R2 

This is analo*"ous with simple 

the note 6), and in adding both (8.4) 

we again obtain (8. 1). 

Note 6. 

If we consider further the 

of the balance of F. E. of (6.12). 

Macro-molecules of the living 
excellent function due to their orderlie~ess 

of F. I~;. from the view point of 

tion of F. E. of the macromolecules is 
F. E., for the F. E. (of Gibbs) is 

G= x- TS= x + T~-S) 
where x is the heat function and -S 
temperature. The heat function or 
ch,onege of eeeergy itself. (8.5) shows that 

trolled by 7~-S). i. e. by N. E., (-S). 

The great value of N. E. in the 
view point of the classical theory of 

N. E. is, however, depreciated in 
dynamics or molecular statistics. On the 

shown by (4.8). The mystery of 
ture40ver of N. L;. is introduced, 

economics. 

The idea of the tureeover of entropy is 

It is also important if we take the 

Ordinarily the consumption of glycogen, 

This, however, is not due to substances 

only, but to the depreciation of N. E. in 

Carbon 
hydrate 
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, Prote in 

ancl others 

(8. 4) 

reproduction in economics(2) (see Fig. 6 and 

and taking (8.2) and (8.3) into account, 

The quantity like the surplas value will not appear in the living body. 

departments in detail, we have the relation 

organism are a chemical apparatus with 
This is specified by the value 

thermodynamics. Therefore the deprecia-
due to that of the entropy part of 

represented by 
(8. 5) 

is N. E., and T the absolute 
enthalpy is directly related to the ex-

the utility of the e,eergy is con-

living organism seems queer from the 
thermodynamics. The value of the 

accordalece with the theory of thermo-
other hand, it is reproduced as 

life is thus clarifled, if the idea of ~,eetabolic 

corresponding to depreciation and repair in 

first introduced by the author (6) 

problem of fatigue into consideration. 

for instance, is taken into account. 

corresponding to consumer's goods 
our body. In a state of fatigue 
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we consume more energy than in a normal state. This is due to the 
depreciated function of our body, especially the function of ee~ergy tra,esfer, 

as the loss in energy transfer, Df of (4.6) is increased in such state. The 

depreciation of N. E. in our body, which corresponds to the chemical 
apparatus of macro-molecules, is not taken into consideration in the ordinary 

study of human labour. 

IX. Coleclusiove 

In human socrety W: of output rs rewarded An Individual 
in a complicated manner and there may be a 
difference in social science and biology at this 
point (see note 7). 

On the other hand, Iabour is stored in the 
form of instrurnents, machines and other means 
of production. The use of such storage requires 
technique and skill which is cultivated by training 

and study. Therefore, these are also a storage of 

human labour. Therefore we work with these 
stored instruments, technique and wisdom, and 
the products of labour are exchanged. Here is 
the difference between homo sapiens of today and 

other animals, and this is the reason of the 
complicated relation of output Wz, and the reward. 
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Note 7. If W=W1' and W2=0, then R+W1+D=Zl~Z2 of (4.6) corresponds 
to the basal metabolism, in which the quantity R is mainly due to the metabol-

ism of entropy part. 

The mathematical analysis given in this report is only a preliminary 

one, and will be extended in the near future. 

To Mr. T. Seki, Master of Commerce and Lecturer of this university, 
the author owes special thanks for his valuable co-operation. 
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